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Thomas Wolf appointed as Co-CEO of Scopeland Technology
The previous head of the Technology Services department, Thomas Wolf, will in future steer the
fortunes of the Berlin-based low-code platform provider Scopeland together with the previous CEO
Karsten Noack. Thomas Wolf, like the company's founder and visionary Karsten Noack, has a
technical background. He has gained experience in many functions, both within Scopeland and
outside the company, including at Toll Collect.
Since 1999, Thomas Wolf had been involved in the product development of the software provider
Scopeland, which at this time was still based in Birkenwerder near Berlin. Even beyond his computer
science studies, which he began in 2000, he helped shaping the low-code platform SCOPELAND. After
successfully completing his studies in 2004, he then moved to the company's professional services
division and gained experience in numerous projects in the public sector. After a detour from 2006 to
2009 as a software developer and BI architect at Toll-Collect, he returned to Scopeland.
Back at Scopeland, he first worked as Managing Consultant for the industrial sector and industryrelated management solutions, and since 2021 as Head of Department Technology Services. Thomas
Wolf also sees himself as an expert for low-code projects that are particularly demanding in terms of
technology and content.
He is a passionate advocate of low-code technology. Many know him from his numerous
specialised lectures and public appearances, including legendary live presentations in which he
developed a non-trivial digitisation solution within 20 minutes using low-code. Thomas Wolf became
a businessman on the diversions from software developer via project management to responsibility
for a large number of software developers in product and application development and other
services.
The founder and previously sole managing director Karsten Noack will remain in charge for the time
being, but in the future he will also devote himself to other tasks beyond company matters.
"I am convinced that Thomas will set exactly the right impulses to further develop the company and
to advance the low-code technology in our target markets," says Karsten Noack.
Karsten Noack is chairman of the board of the newly founded Low-Code Association, the association
of the leading low-code providers active in Germany. He is also a member of the main board of BITKOM
and a forum speaker at SIBB, as well as an expert author and speaker at numerous industry events.
Through it all, however, Karsten Noack remains true to his role as a pioneer and visionary of low-code
technology.

About Scopeland Technology
The Berlin-based software company Scopeland Technology GmbH has a history of more than 30 years
as the provider of the low-code platform SCOPELAND, one of the world's first low-code platforms ever.
Unlike many other low-code platforms, SCOPELAND is optimised for the professional development of
sophisticated database applications. With more than 500 successfully implemented projects in federal
and state authorities, SCOPELAND is by far the leading low-code platform in public administration in
Germany. However, Scopeland's customers also include large companies such as leading automobile
and robot manufacturers.
Low-code refers to technologies and platforms for the largely programming-free development of
customised IT solutions. Low-code promises considerable economic effects, including up to 10 times
faster software development, and thus represents one of the most significant paradigm shifts in the IT
industry in recent years. Leading analysts such as Gartner or Forrester Research attest to the potential
of low-code technology to largely replace the programming of individual software developments in the
next few years. Low-code is thus also an answer to the rampant shortage of professionals. It is a new
approach to face the ever-increasing dynamics of our time through faster, more efficient and more
flexible IT.
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